
PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS

NOT FOR SISSIES!

KILLS ANYTHING WITH 6 OR MORE LEGS.
The ORIGINAL tool of choice trusted by pest management professionals in Australia.  
BattleaxePRO is a professional solution built with the characteristics you’d expect:

Don’t leave for a job without it.  Not for sissies!

- the largest list of approved pests of any aerosol in Australia gives you the ultimate ‘pest control in a can’
- a unique 360 degree valve allowing the can to be sprayed at any angle (even upside down)
- a unique powerful 3 way mix of propoxur, tetramethrin, and piperonyl butoxide
- Extra large 420 g industrial size can
- a new flip-up-trigger actuator 

®



BED BUG
registration!

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

STRENGTH

Active constituents: Propoxur 20 g/kg
  Tetramethrin 2 g/kg
  Piperonyl Butoxide 10 g/kg

Formulation type: Aerosol

Use rate:  Spray crawling insects and  
  infested areas as per   
  Directions for Use

Chemical group: Carbamate | synthetic   
  pyrethroid | synergist

Schedule:  S5

Pack size:  420 g

Pest Claims: Bed bugs, ants, spiders, flies, earwigs, 
mosquitoes, silverfish, clothes moths, slaters, carpet 
beetles, millipedes and European wasps.

BattleaxePRO is a registered trademark of Sundew Solutions Pty Ltd.

FULL

PROFESSIONAL CRACK AND CREVICE AEROSOL

BattleaxePRO® Aerosol - the original 
tool of choice.
BattleaxePRO® Aerosol has a number of 
advantages over conventionally packaged 
insecticides.  These include e�ciency, 
convenience, and less waste with no need to 
dilute ingredients.  This is the superior aerosol 
product-of-choice for pest management 
professionals.

Ideal for detection
Cockroach infestations are not always obvious 
during the day, and BattleaxePRO® with its 
convenient Mark II �ip up extension crack and 
crevice nozzle is ideal for detecting and �ushing 
out infestations.

Crack and Crevice
BattleaxePRO® gives long residual action and 
allows the operator to treat surfaces within 
cracks and crevices where signi�cant contact 
with the insects is more likely to occur.

BattleaxePRO® Aerosol Features:
- Best �ushing action on the market
- Fastest knockdown
- Residual activity
- Penetrating vapour action
- Flexible nozzle extension for crack and crevice 
   treatment
- Unique 360 degree valve that allows the can to 
  operate at all angles -  even upside down
- Convenient to use in di�cult areas
- Large industrial size 420 g pack
- Proven powerful three way mix of propoxur, 
  tetramethrin, and the potent synergist, 
  piperonyl butoxide
- Controls bed bugs, ants, spiders, �ies, 
  mosquitoes, silver�sh, clothes moths, carpet 
  beetles, cockroaches, millipedes, earwigs, 
  slaters, and European wasps.

Toxicology
BattleaxePRO® Aerosol is placed in Schedule 5 
of the Poisons Schedule and carries a CAUTION 
label.  The active ingredients are rapidly 
metabolised and excreted from mammalian 
systems.

Made in Australia
BattleaxePRO® is manufactured by a family 
owned 100% Australian business based in 
Melbourne.  The tin plate used to make the can is 
manufactured and supplied by a family owned 
100% Australian business based in Sydney.  
BattleaxePRO® formulation was developed by 
Sundew  Solutions, a family owned 100% 
Australian company.

BattleaxePRO®Aerosol, sprays at any 
angle.  
The can is �tted with a special 360 degree valve 
that allows the pack to be used at any angle 
giving the pest controller access to every nook 
and cranny that pests could be hiding in.

BattleaxePRO® Aerosol has a unique valve that 
allows the continuous �ow of spray at any angle 
- thus increasing the �exibility of use for pest 
management professionals.  Getting into those 
tight corners and places in and around shelving 
has never been easier.  Don’t settle for inferior 
products that aren’t designed for pest managers.

It’s okay to spray
BattleaxePRO® utilises the latest in propellent 
technology and is CFC (chloro�uorocarbon) free.  
You can spray with con�dence knowing 
BattleaxePRO® is not negatively impacting on 
the environment or negatively a�ecting the 
ozone.

New Mark II Flip-up Nozzle and Trigger 
BattleaxePRO® features the latest Mark II �ip-up 
nozzle/trigger assembly with safety tab to 
prevent accidental activation while in your carry 
caddy.  The extension nozzle can be �ipped 
down to provide optimum spray dispersion from 
the front when you need maximum surface 
coverage, or �ipped up when you need to treat 
into cracks and crevices.  A large bore internal 
diameter of the extension tube prevents 
spluttering and ‘water pistol spray e�ects’.  The 
Mark II extension nozzle on BattleaxePRO® 
provides an even dispersion of insecticidal 
droplets into the treated void or area.  This gives 
BattleaxePRO® the superior vapour and �ushing 
action for your successful pest service treatment.

420 g Value Pack
BattleaxePRO® Aerosol comes in a 420 g 
industrial size pack speci�cally for professional 
pest management use.  

®

Quick knockdown, fast killing 
performance, with strong 
�ushing action.

Extra large 420 g value pack.

New Mark II �ip-up nozzle with 
safety tab on button to prevent 
accidental activation.

Long residual activity.

Excellent �ushing action.

The number one product of 
choice for direct treatment of 
bedbugs.

Unique 360 degree valve allows 
the can to be sprayed at any 
angle, even upsidedown.

Unique valve gives 
uninterrupted �ow at any angle.

Kills paper wasps in less than
12 seconds.

BattleaxePRO boasts the largest 
list of approved insects for any 
aerosol on the Australian 
market.

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS

1800 786 339   |   sundewsolutions.com.au   |   info@sundewsolutions.com.au

A FAMILY OWNED 100% AUSTRALIAN COMPANY

Better Performance. Better Value.


